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Abstract

Substorm onset location varies over a range of magnetic local times (MLTs) and magnetic latitudes (MLats). Different studies

have shown that about 5${\%}$ of the variation in onset MLT can be explained by variations in interplanetary magnetic

field orientation and seasonal variations. Both parameters introduce an azimuthal component to the magnetic field in the

magnetosphere such that the projection of the onset MLT in the ionosphere is shifted. Recent studies have suggested that

gradients in the ionospheric Hall conductance lead to a duskward shift of the magnetotail dynamics, which could also influence

the location of substorm onset. In this paper, we quantify the dependence of the spatial variation of the onset location on the

geomagnetic activity level prior to onset. We find that the dependence of onset location on prior conditions is as strong as the

dependence on IMF By.
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Key Points:5

• Ionospheric conditions prior to substorm onset are different for substorms with6

an early local time onset vs. late local time onset.7

• Substorm onsets tend to occur at earlier local times during geomagnetically ac-8

tive periods than during quiet times.9

• We suggest that ionospheric conductance leads to a duskward shift in magneto-10

spheric substorm activity.11
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Abstract12

Substorm onset location varies over a range of magnetic local times (MLTs) and mag-13

netic latitudes (MLats). Different studies have shown that about 5% of the variation in14

onset MLT can be explained by variations in interplanetary magnetic field orientation15

and seasonal variations. Both parameters introduce an azimuthal component to the mag-16

netic field in the magnetosphere such that the projection of the onset MLT in the iono-17

sphere is shifted. Recent studies have suggested that gradients in the ionospheric Hall18

conductance lead to a duskward shift of the magnetotail dynamics, which could also in-19

fluence the location of substorm onset. In this paper, we quantify the dependence of the20

spatial variation of the onset location on the geomagnetic activity level prior to onset.21

We find that the dependence of onset location on prior conditions is as strong as the de-22

pendence on IMF By.23

Plain Language Summary24

Substorms are explosive disturbances in our magnetotail that impact the earth’s25

ionosphere. They happen on average several times per day and as a result of this phe-26

nomenon we can see the marvelous aurora. Substorms happen on the nightside of the27

earth and can take place over a wide range of latitudes and longitudes. In this paper,28

we show that substorms tend to begin at earlier local times during geomagnetically ac-29

tive times than during quiet times. We interpret this tendency as a sign that ionospheric30

conditions may play a role in determining where substorms occur.31

1 Introduction32

Substorms are abrupt global-scale changes in the magnetotail that release the en-33

ergy stored in the nightside magnetosphere into the two nightside polar ionospheres via34

field-aligned currents and particle precipitation. Akasofu (1964) defined the substorm35

in terms of two phases, the expansion phase, and the recovery phase. Later McPherron36

(1970) defined a third phase of the substorm, the growth phase. The growth phase of37

the substorm is the period prior to the onset of the expansion phase, typically lasting38

for 30–60 minutes (Lui, 1991), when kinetic energy in the solar wind is transferred to39

magnetic energy in the magnetotail. During the expansion phase, the aurora suddenly40

becomes bright and evolves into a global distribution in typically 10–30 minutes. Finally,41

a recovery phase can last for more than 2 hours. See, e.g., McPherron & Chu (2016) for42

a detailed review about the development of the definition of substorms.43

Substorms are important events coupling the solar wind-magnetospheric-ionospheric44

system. S. E. Milan et al. (2010) demonstrated the importance of the substorm as a pro-45

cess by which the magnetosphere releases the opened magnetic flux back to the solar wind46

through reconnection in the neutral sheet of the tail. Substorms release energy in the47

magnetotail which reorganizes ionospheric electric field structures and flows. Grocott et48

al. (2017) showed that the nightside convection morphology is highly dependent on the49

MLT of the substorm onset.50

Global UV images of the aurora have shown that 80% of substorm onsets (i.e., be-51

tween the 10th and 90th percentile) happen in a ∼ 3.2 h wide range of magnetic local52

time, centered pre-midnight Frey et al. (2004); Liou (2010). Beyond this statistical dis-53

tribution, the location of substorm onsets remains largely unpredictable. Previous stud-54

ies have attempted to predict the location of the substorm onset by correlating the MLT55

and MLAT of the substorm onset with different parameters. For instance, Liou et al. (2001)56

found that substorms occur at lower latitudes when the IMF Bz component is negative,57

compared to positive. Gérard et al. (2004) also found a correlation between MLAT of58

the substorm onset and solar wind dynamic pressure. Both effects may be the result of59
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relatively more open flux in the magnetosphere, which moves the auroral oval equator-60

ward Milan et al. (2009).61

Many other studies have shown that the substorm onset MLT depends on the po-62

larity of IMF By rather than IMF Bz (Østgaard et al., 2011, 2004, 2005; Liou & Newell,63

2010; Wang et al., 2007). Using the lists of substorm onsets based on global UV imag-64

ing by Frey et al. (2004) and Liou (2010), Østgaard et al. (2011) showed that the sub-65

storm onset MLT and IMF By are correlated. Though the relationship between IMF By66

and substorm onset MLT is statistically significant, IMF By only explains 5% of the vari-67

ation of the substorm onset MLT. Tenfjord et al. (2015) argued that the asymmetric ad-68

dition of open flux during IMF By periods leads to an induced By in the magnetosphere,69

which in turn can lead to changes in the observed projection of the substorm onset on70

the ionosphere. This projection effect may explain the observed variation of onset loca-71

tion vs IMF By. Furthermore, simultaneous observations of substorm onsets in the two72

hemispheres show that the correlation of the relative shift in MLT with IMF By is much73

higher (Østgaard et al., 2005), consistent with our interpretation that the IMF By ef-74

fect is due to a relative shift between hemispheres (mapping), and not a real shift of the75

onset location in the magnetosphere. In addition to IMF By, the dipole tilt angle may76

also have a similar effect on the observed onset location in the ionosphere: Due to tail77

warping associated with nonzero dipole tilt (e.g. Tsyganenko, 1998), a positive dipole78

tilt angle will project onsets that happen at dusk to earlier (later) local times in the north-79

ern (southern) hemisphere. Statistics presented by Liou & Newell (2010) and Østgaard80

et al. (2011) are consistent with this idea.81

The results presented in these previous studies may be completely explained by map-82

ping effects, while the location of the onset in the magnetotail remains unpredictable.83

The observed shift towards dusk of the typical onset location is similar to the observed84

distribution of tail reconnection (e.g. Gabrielse et al., 2014). To explain this, Lotko et85

al. (2014) performed three MHD simulations: In the first simulation, they introduced86

uniform ionospheric conductance and observed a symmetric magnetotail activity. In the87

second simulation, they introduced high Hall conductance in the auroral oval and mon-88

itored magnetotail activity shifted towards dusk. In the third simulation, they introduced89

an unrealistic depression in Hall conductance in the auroral oval and monitored mag-90

netotail activity shifted towards dawn. The results of Lotko et al. (2014) suggest that91

ionospheric feedback influences the duskward shift of tail reconnection and, possibly, sub-92

storm onsets. In this paper, we test this idea using observations of substorm onsets, ground93

magnetic field perturbations, and solar wind conditions.94

2 Observations95

We use the Frey et al. (2004) and Liou (2010) lists to investigate substorm onsets96

in this paper. The two lists combined have 6192 substorms in the period 1996–2005, with97

4762 substorms observed in the Northern hemisphere and 1430 substorms observed in98

the Southern hemisphere. To investigate whether the ionospheric state may possibly in-99

fluence substorm onset location, we used horizontal geomagnetic data from the north-100

ern hemisphere. Figure 1 shows maps of the average horizontal magnetic field pertur-101

bations (ground B). The colors represent the median ground B perturbations 20 min-102

utes prior to substorm onsets for different conditions of IMF By and dipole tilt angle.103

The ground magnetic field perturbations were obtained from the SuperMAG (Gjerloev,104

2012) database and converted to quasi-dipole coordinates (Richmond, 1995; Laundal &105

Richmond, 2017).106

The left column shows onsets observed between 20 and 22 MLT (hereafter ”early107

onsets”) and the right column shows onsets observed between 24 and 02 MLT (”late on-108

sets”), as the distribution of the substorm onsets is centered around 23 MLT Liou & Newell109

(2010); Gérard et al. (2004). Figures 1a and 1b show the median magnetic field pertur-110
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bations 20 minutes prior to early and late substorm onsets, respectively. The magenta111

lines are the boundaries of the onset locations. The red cross × is the location of the mean112

onset location while the green circle • is the median. The median MLT of the early (late)113

subset is 21.47 (0.54). We find that the magnitude of ground B is generally higher dur-114

ing the 20 min preceding early substorm onsets than during the 20 min preceding late115

substorm onsets.116

The separation into early and late onsets biases the distributions of IMF By and117

dipole tilt angle since we know that these parameters influence the onset location. To118

ensure that this bias is not the reason for the different ground B magnitudes, we further119

separate the onsets by the sign of IMF By and dipole tilt angle. Panels c,d,e and f of fig-120

ure 1 show maps of ground B for early and late onsets with the different polarity of IMF121

By, and |By| > 1 nT. We used measurements of IMF By with a 1-minute resolution122

provided from the OMNI data set, time shifted to the bow shock. We use the median123

during the 20 minutes prior to the substorm onset. For both polarities of IMF By, the124

magnitude of ground B for early onset substorms is higher than the magnitude for late125

onset substorms. Panels (g),(h),(i) and (j) of figure 1 show maps of ground B for sub-126

storms that occurred at times with different dipole tilt angle Ψ (Laundal & Richmond,127

2017). For both signs of the dipole tilt angle, the magnitude of ground B is higher for128

early substorms than late substorms. These figures show that the bias in By and Ψ is129

not the reason for the different B magnitudes in the two columns.130

Motivated by our results showing profound differences in the ionospheric state be-131

fore early and late substorm onsets, we have examined the relationship between substorm132

onset MLT and four different parameters: The AL index, the solar wind aberration an-133

gle, the dipole tilt angle, and IMF By. For all variables except for dipole tilt angle, we134

use the median value during the 60 min prior to onset. Figures 2a–d show the results135

of a regression analysis of MLT and each of these variables separately. In each panel, the136

regressor is divided into 10 bins with an equal number of observations, and the median137

onset MLT is shown in blue (red) for substorms observed in the northern (southern) hemi-138

sphere. The vertical bars represent the standard error of the median (see, e.g., Greene,139

2008, page 878). The dashed lines represent regression models to be discussed in more140

detail below. Figure 2e shows the result of a multivariable regression analysis where all141

four parameters are combined and will be explained below.142

Figure 2a shows the relationship between the onset MLT and the AL index. The143

purpose of analyzing the variation between onset MLT and the AL index is to quantify144

the effect that is observed in Figure 1, that stronger magnetic field perturbations prior145

to a substorm are associated with earlier onset MLTs. The AL (auroral lower) index mea-146

sures the maximum strength of the westward electrojet from 12 magnetometers longi-147

tudinally distributed along the auroral oval, and is here taken as a proxy of geomagnetic148

activity. The x axis of Figure 2a represents a modified AL, AL∗, defined as max(AL) -149

AL, where max(AL) is the maximum value of AL = 7.85 nT. This ensures that AL∗ is150

always positive. We see from Figure 2a that the variation of substorm onset MLT as a151

function of AL is nonlinear. We therefore seek a regression model on the form y = a−152

bAL∗γ , where y is the onset MLT and a, b, and γ are model parameters to be fitted. Since153

AL∗ is positive, y will be real for all γ. The model parameters are estimated using non-154

linear least squares, with all data points individually (not the median values). The re-155

sulting model parameters are a = 25.7 h, b = 1.69 h/nT, and γ = 0.1. The coefficient156

of determination is 0.049, which means that the model explains about 4.9% of the vari-157

ation of the substorm onset MLT, roughly the same as IMF By based statistical mod-158

els (see Østgaard et al., 2011, and below). In contrast to variation with IMF By, the vari-159

ation with AL is in the same direction in both hemispheres.160

Figure 2b shows the relationship between the aberration angle and the MLT of the161

substorm onset. The aberration angle α is the angle between the Sun-Earth line and the162

solar wind velocity as defined by Hones et al. (1986). We calculate the aberration an-163
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Figure 1. Maps of the magnitude of the average horizontal magnetic field perturbations

(ground B) 20 minutes prior to the substorm onset. The left column shows onsets observed be-

tween 20 and 22 MLT (early) and the right column shows onsets observed between 24 and 02

MLT (late). Panels a and b show maps of early and late onsets based on all the available data.

Panels c and d (e and f) show early and late onsets that occurred when IMF By was positive

(negative). Panels g and h (i and j) show maps for positive (negative) dipole tilt angle. Each

panel uses an equal-area grid with 2◦ MLAT resolution.
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gle as α = tan−1(−Vy/Vx), where Vy is the solar wind velocity in the GSM y direction.164

The Vy provided by OMNI is given in an inertial frame, but we have converted to an Earth165

fixed frame by adding Earth’s orbital speed, 29.8 km/s. We expect that the onset MLT166

varies linearly with aberration angle, since the magnetosphere aligns with the solar wind167

velocity (a “windsock effect”). This is also supported by the medians in Figure 2b. We168

therefore seek a model on the form y = a + bα. We estimated model parameters are169

a = 22.6 h and b = 0.96, when the angle α is given in hours. The fact that b is so close170

to 1 is in agreement with the expected windsock effect. The coefficient of determination171

is 2.5%.172

Figure 2c shows the relationship between the dipole tilt angle Ψ and the MLT of173

the substorm onset. We see that the onset MLT decreases (increases) with dipole tilt an-174

gle in the Northern (Southern) hemisphere. The figure indicates that the relationships175

are linear, so we seek models on the form yn,s = an,s+bn,sΨ, where the subscripts re-176

fer to the Northern and Southern hemispheres. We find that an(as) = 22.9(22.7) h and177

bn(bs) = −0.006(0.002) h/degree. In both cases, the models explain less than 1% of the178

substorm onset MLT variation. However, since the number of samples is so large, the179

probability that this would occur by chance is less than 10−8. In the other regression mod-180

els, the correlation is higher, and the p-value is smaller.181

Figure 2d shows the relationship between the IMF By component of the solar wind
and the MLT of the substorm onset. S. E. Milan et al. (2010) suggested that for IMF
By to impact the onset MLT, the polarity must be the same for a long time prior to the
substorm onset. In our analysis, we used the average of IMF By one hour prior to the
substorm onset. We see that if IMF By is negative (positive), the substorm onsets tend
to be observed at later (earlier) local times in the northern (southern) hemisphere. For
the opposite sign, the variation is minimal. This is in agreement with the results by Østgaard
et al. (2011). Because of this, we seek regression models of the form

yn =

{
an + bnBy ifBy < 0

an ifBy ≥ 0,
, (1)

and for the southern hemisphere,

ys =

{
as if By < 0

as + bsBy if By ≥ 0,
. (2)

We find that an(as) = 22.75(22.55) h, and bn(bs) = 0.11(−0.10) h/nT. Both models182

explain about 4.5% of the variation in onset MLT.183

Figure 2e shows the result of a multivariable regression analysis which includes all184

the above parameters. The multivariable model combines all the above model represen-185

tations, and the model parameters are coestimated. In this model, we reverse the signs186

of By and dipole tilt angle Ψ for substorms observed in the Southern hemisphere. The187

resulting model is y = 24.63− 0.10By− 1.14AL∗0.13− 0.0035Ψ + 0.66α, where By and188

AL are given in nT, Ψ in degrees, and α in hours. Figure 2e shows each onset plotted189

against the model prediction as green dots. The dashed line represents where the data190

would be in the ideal case that the model makes perfect predictions. However, the model191

only captures 11.3% of the total variance of the MLT of the substorm onsets. The in-192

dividual data points (green dots) are included in this panel to highlight the large degree193

of scatter. In the panels above, only binned medians are shown, although the individ-194

ual data points were used in the regression analyses. The blue dots in Figure 2e also rep-195

resent binned medians, in 10 bins based on model prediction quantiles, and we see that196

they follow the dashed line closely. The standard error of the median is too small to be197

noticed.198
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Figure 2. Figure 2 panels a,b,c,d shows the relationship between the substorm onset MLT

and the AL index, the aberration angle, the dipole tilt angle and IMF By respectively, panel e

shows the multivariable regression analysis with the four parameters. Each substorm onset from

the combined lists is plotted against the model prediction as green dots. The black dashed line

represents where the data would be in the ideal case that the model makes perfect predictions.

Our model follow the dashed line closely.
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3 Discussion and Summary199

We have shown that substorm onsets tend to occur at earlier local times during ge-200

omagnetically active periods relative to substorm onsets during quiet periods. The re-201

gression analyses presented in Figures 2a and 2d show that the AL index prior to sub-202

storm onset is as strongly correlated with onset MLT as the IMF By, which has been203

reported in several earlier studies (Østgaard et al., 2011; Liou & Newell, 2010; Wang et204

al., 2007).205

A key difference from the effect of IMF By is that the onset MLT dependence is206

the same in the two hemispheres with respect to AL. The effect of IMF By has been ex-207

plained in terms of magnetic mapping: IMF By does not influence the location of the208

substorm onset in the magnetotail, only how it maps to the ionosphere, where we see the209

auroral emissions. The IMF By induces a By component in the magnetosphere with the210

same sign (Tenfjord et al., 2015), which causes the observed substorm onsets to shift in211

opposite directions in the two hemispheres. This mapping effect is illustrated in Figure212

3a. The blue magnetic field line is symmetric between the two hemispheres, and the red213

magnetic field line illustrates what happens when we introduce a positive By in the mag-214

netotail: The footpoint shifts towards dusk in the northern hemisphere and towards dawn215

in the southern hemisphere. Figure 3a.1 (a.2) shows the distribution of substorm onset216

locations observed in the northern (southern) hemisphere under By positive (green) and217

negative (orange) conditions. We see that the effect is in the opposite direction in the218

two hemispheres.219

Figure 3b illustrates our interpretation of the onset MLT dependence on the AL220

index: Since the shift is in the same direction in both hemispheres, it is presumably not221

an effect of mapping, as with IMF By. Instead of a mapping effect, there is a real shift222

of substorm onset location in the magnetotail towards dusk when geomagnetic activity223

increases. The blue magnetic field line in Figure 3b represents a quiet time situation, and224

the red magnetic field line represents active times. Figure 3b.1 and Figure 3b.2) show225

the distribution of substorm onset locations observed in the northern hemisphere and226

the southern hemisphere respectively for high (green) and low (orange) activity, quan-227

tified in terms of the AL index prior to the substorm onset. We see that the effect is in228

the same direction in the two hemispheres.229

The shift of substorm onsets towards dusk with increasing geomagnetic activity can230

be interpreted in terms of an electrostatic coupling between the magnetosphere and the231

ionosphere. McPherron (1991) discussed a clockwise rotation seen in the global Hall cur-232

rent pattern in terms of this electrostatic coupling (see their Figure 20). Due to lower233

conductivity in the polar cap relative to the auroral oval during active periods, a polar-234

ization electric field from midnight to noon adds to the dawn-dusk electric field, imply-235

ing a shift towards dusk in the cross-polar cap flow and associated Hall currents. Pre-236

sumably, this ionospheric feedback effect also leads to a shift towards dusk in magneto-237

tail activity such as substorms. This was tested by Lotko et al. (2014) using a magne-238

tohydrodynamic simulation of the magnetosphere, with an electrostatic coupling to the239

ionosphere. They performed three simulation runs using the same solar wind conditions,240

but three different high-latitude distributions of ionospheric conductance: First, uniform241

ionospheric conductance produced symmetric magnetotail activity with respect to the242

Sun-Earth line. Second, a realistic, empirical distribution with enhanced Hall conduc-243

tance in the auroral oval produced magnetotail activity shifted towards dusk. Third, an244

unrealistic distribution of artificially depressed Hall conductance in the auroral oval pro-245

duced magnetotail activity shifted toward dawn. These simulations clearly illustrate that246

ionospheric feedback can impact magnetosphere dynamics, and that it may explain the247

shift in substorm onset MLT reported here.248

One issue that underlies the work of McPherron (1991) and Lotko et al. (2014) is249

that both rely on electrostatic models to represent the magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-250
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pling. In reality, the coupling is not electrostatic, and an electrostatic model cannot ex-251

plain how ionospheric feedback causes magnetospheric activity to shift towards dusk. De-252

termining the process by which ionospheric feedback regulates magnetospheric activity253

requires solving the equations that describe conservation of mass and momentum for ions254

and electrons moving through the neutral fluid, as they respond to electromagnetic fields255

that obey Maxwell’s equations (e.g., Dreher, 1997).256

Even though we have shown that the AL index is as useful in predictions of sub-257

storm onset MLT as IMF By, the explanatory power of our regression models (Figure258

2) are all very low. A model that combines IMF By, the AL index, the aberration an-259

gle, and the dipole tilt angle explain about 11% of the observed variation in substorm260

onset MLT. The timing and location of substorm onsets therefore remain highly unpre-261

dictable.262
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Figure 3. Conceptual figure illustrating a. the mapping effect and b. the real shift in the

magnetotail. In panels a. and b., the green (orange) circle represent the northern (southern)

hemisphere’s high latitude ionosphere, the blue line is a magnetic field line to be shifted towards

either dawn or dusk, appearing as the red line after the shift. The shift is in opposite direction

between the northern and southern hemispheres in a and in the same direction in b. Panels a.1

and a.2 represents the distributions of the MLT of substorm onsets in Northern and Southern

hemisphere respectively, the panels show that the the substorm onset MLT distribution observed

in the northern (southern) hemisphere with positive IMF By shifts towards earlier (later) MLT.

Panels b.1 and b.2 represents the distributions of the MLT of substorm onsets in Northern and

Southern hemisphere respectively. The panels show that the substorm onset MLT observed in

both northern and southern hemispheres shift towards earlier local time in both hemispheres for

increased AL.
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